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CIGARS
COHIBA SIGLO I

22€

COHIBA EXQUISITOS

30€

MONTECRISTO NO. 4

18€

SIZE: PERLAS / RING: 40 / LENGTH: 102MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM
The Cohiba Siglo I is a great Habano, an excellent and complex Petit Corona.
The brief stogie has a short and thin measure. Consumption is speedy, even and pleasant.
An ideal decision for a short break. The Siglo I is gentle in taste, because of the light tobacco
leaves utilized for the filler. The wrapper is likewise exceptionally pleasant, with fine veins.

SIZE: SEOANE / RING: 33 / LENGTH: 126MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM TO FULL
Cuba’s Cohiba Exquisitos is one of the great panetela cigars of the world.
Though elegant & trim in appearance, this is a serious stick with a good deal of power,
superbly made by the Cohiba torcedoras who roll this cigar with expert care.
With its slow even burn, its power, and its subtle but richly-arrayed flavours, it is a fully
satisfying Cuban cigar experience for those who open themselves to its charms.

SIZE: MAREVAS / RING: 42 / LENGTH: 129MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM TO FULL
Cuba’s Cohiba Exquisitos is one of the great panetela cigars of the world.
Though elegant & trim in appearance, this is a serious stick with a good deal of power,
superbly made by the Cohiba torcedoras who roll this cigar with expert care.
With its slow even burn, its power, and its subtle but richly-arrayed flavours, it is a fully
satisfying Cuban cigar experience for those who open themselves to its charms.

MONTECRISTO NO. 5

15€

MONTECRISTO REGATA

25€

PARTAGAS SERIE D NO. 6

20€

SIZE: PERLAS / RING: 40 / LENGTH: 102MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM TO FULL
Montecristo is the best known and probably most appreciated brand of Habanos throughout
the world. It forms the benchmark for many Habanos smokers against which other brands
are judged. The Montecristo nº5 is a tres petit corona. It is one of the smallest Montecristo cigars,
but still has a great gauge and a perfect size and a full flavour for a regular smoke.

SIZE: FORUM / RING: 46 / LENGTH: 135MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM
Part of the New Montecristo Sports Line, the REGATA is the torpedo of the 4 vitoles and is
partucularly attractive as its ring gauge and length are not of convention. It is a double banded
cigar with the classic Montecristo band complemented with a fresh and classy golden stamp.
Carefully crafted for sailing amateurs around the globe!

SIZE: D NO. 6 / RING: 50 / LENGTH: 90MM / STRENGTH: FULL
The new Serie D No. 6, with its surprising dimensions, complements Serie D with an
immensely intense flavour, despite its reduced length. With a relatively large gauge and
a short length, this versatile cigar gives you the full experience of smoking a cigar in short breaks.

PARTAGAS MILLE FLEURS

12€
SIZE: PETIT CORONAS / RING: 42 / LENGTH: 129MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM
Wonderfully aromatic, emitting a delicious scent of toasted tobacco, hay and sweet honey.
Once lit a creamy smooth smoke filled the mouth with warm flavours of leather, spice, and chocolate.
In the second third flavours of wood, nuts and dried fruit join the bouquet, and the body settles around
medium strength. In the final third the flavours deepen and pepper and earth carry until the finish,
which landed around the one hour mark.

JOSE L. PIEDRA PETIT CABALLEROS

10€

ROMEO Y JULIETA ROMEO NO. 1

17€

ROMEO Y JULIETA ROMEO NO. 2

14€

SIZE: PETIT CORONAS / RING: 48 / LENGTH: 120MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM
These cigars are filled with tobacco from Remedios, in the Vuelta Arriba region of Cuba.
Aromas of cedar and cocoa jumped off this cigar, full bodied smoke with medium full flavours
of coffee and cedar. In the second half notes of vanilla and white pepper come in, and the draw is
sharp from beginning to end.

SIZE: CREMAS / RING: 40 / LENGTH: 140MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM
Medium in strength and a characteristic Romeo y Julieta style. Robust and complex flavours
such as floral, nutty, herbal or woody among others with none of them standing out in particular.

SIZE: PETIT CORONAS / RING: 42 / LENGTH: 129MM / STRENGTH: MEDIUM
The Romeo y Julieta No. 2 is an unpretentious cigar to be discovered. Strong and well constructed,
we admire the herbaceous quality of this petit corona.

PETIT CAZADORES

SIZE: PETIT CAZADORES JLP / RING: 43 / LENGTH: 105MM / STRENGTH:
MEDIUM TO FULL
Made from Remedios (Cuba’s oldest tobacco producing region) tobaccos using the traditional
Tripa Corta, Totalmente a Mano – short filler, totally handmade – technique with a blend that
provides a medium to full flavor.

8€

